
                                                                               
 

Battery Power Ensures Compact Floorcare Autonomy 
TASKI swingo 150B and 350B ideal for smaller areas 

The TASKI swingo 150B and 350B scrubber driers from Diversey are high-
performance battery-powered machines that are ideal for cleaning small 
floors quickly and efficiently without the restriction and potential hazards of 
a mains cable. They are particularly suitable for opportunity and daytime 
cleaning in shops, restaurants, washrooms, hotels, care homes, offices and 
schools where the autonomy allows them to be used whenever and wherever 
required with optimum safety. 

The machines high-efficiency powerful Lithium-Ion battery provides enough 
power for 20 minutes of continuous cleaning. It can be replaced quickly with 
a fully-charged unit whenever needed to support ongoing cleaning or fully 
recharged in-situ in just 90 minutes. The battery also supports short-period 
opportunity or top-up charging during breaks or when the user is completing 
other tasks. In the majority of applications this ensures the machines are 
effectively available whenever needed. 

 

       

 

 

 



                                                                               
 
They are the smallest battery powered machines in the extensive TASKI 
range. Their introduction means that Diversey now offers battery-powered 
machines of all sizes so that operators can specify their machine fleets with 
complete flexibility. With no need for access to mains power sockets, battery 
powered machines can be used in any part of a building without limitations. 
The absence of a power cable also eliminates a potential trip hazard from 
the working area. 

The machines incorporate the superior cleaning features and benefits of the 
existing mains-powered versions that have proved so successful. Like other 
TASKI scrubber driers they deliver the highest possible cleaning and hygiene 
performance and promote safety by removing up to 99 per cent of the water 
and cleaning solution from the floor so that busy areas can be used 
immediately with reduced risk of slip-fall accidents. 

Further information on 0800 525 525 or at www.diversey.com 


